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Previous documents used directly to contribute to this plan


SAC policy and plan back to activity.
Author: T Jones, mid July 2020, circulated to the committee for information



SAC access to the track.
Author: T Jones, early July 2020
Notes from meeting between T Jones and Active Nation (AN) to discuss responsibilities for
reopening the track and granting access and responsibilities to SAC.

NOTE: It is assumed that any SAC Activity will be led by a qualified SAC coach or registered authority
and this action plan does not cover the activities of un-coached athletes outside an SAC setting.

Actions to Date


EA/UKA webinars attended for guidance.



A COVID-19 Coordinator has been appointed: Zoe Bond, Saccovidcoord@gmail.com



Previous forms of this plan have been circulated to the committee



A ‘WhatsApp’ coach forum established to aid communication between SAC coaches



SAC coaches have been asked to produce risk assessments and athlete/parent and coach
agreements for all sessions in accordance with EA guidelines.



Active Nation (AN) have granted SAC exclusive use of ‘The Track’ at the Outdoor Sports
Centre and SAC have taken all venue risks. This was agreed with the submission of a
comprehensive risk assessment by SAC on how the facility will be managed to ensure
compliance with COVID and facility risks.



Access to the track has been granted to SAC coach led groups only, SAC will regularly update
AN with the coaches who have been given access. Full conditions on track use can be found
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at the end of this document and in ‘SAC access to the track’ and in the ‘SAC Club COVID risk
assessment for the outdoor track’.


AN have put a combination lock on the main (north) gate to the track, the COVID
coordinator will then issue this code to any coach who completes a risk assessment and
athlete/parent coach agreements for all their athletes. (Agreement and risk assessments
templates can be found in this folder)



A booking system has been developed to be used by the coaches only to request time at the
track. This is accessible through the coach forum. This will be used to both control the
number of athletes on the track and for track and trace should a COVID-19 case be reported
to one of the coaches. (Booking system can be found in this folder)



The track area has been split into bookable training zones (throws, jumps and track)
o

Initially the running track zones were: home
straight, back straight + or exclusive

o

Current approach is to allow up to three
groups on the track with coaches sharing
space.



Coaches are reminded of track etiquette with specific reference to COVID risk, posted onto
the forum plus a summary will be placed at the track



AN have also granted access to use the High Jump and Pole Vault beds



Initial training group sizes limited to 6 (1:5). Following EA updates and further work to
provide a covid secure environment at the track this has been extended to 1:12.

Action Plan
Track Use


Continually monitor track use and update booking process and allocation of track space as
guidance or conditions change or more coaching groups request access.



Investigate the potential for individuals to train without a coach.
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SAC will produce a list of first aid trained coaches and put this outside the refreshments
cabin, this is the cabin nearest the access gate.



The refreshments cabin holds a first aid kit and defibrillator, access to this cabin is restricted
to emergency only, SAC will produce a list of the coaches who hold keys to this cabin should
access be required for emergency first aid.

Club policy for training in a public place
It is the coach’s responsibility to produce a Risk assessment and athlete agreement as required by
UKA.
When coaching U18s permission must be given by parent / guardian, and if the coaching is on a oneto-one basis this must be in sight of the parent / guardian
Copies of risk assessments and parent/guardian declarations to be filed with Zoe Bond,
Saccovidcoord@gmail.com

Other Outdoor training facilities
As other outdoor training facilities become available, SAC coaches will produce or update their risk
assessment to include any risks associated with these facilities, for example Wide Lane

Indoor Training facilities
SAC will support any coach needing additional input to comply with COVID restrictions on indoor
training facilities.

The Academy
SAC Academy coaches to investigate the potential to provide coaching to Academy athletes. There
are currently three fully qualified Academy coaches and three qualified coach assistants, four of
whom are first aid trained.
Considerations for restarting the Academy are:
-

Enhanced risk assessment and parent coach agreement to acknowledge additional controls

-

Controlling the numbers and confirm attendance to named athletes grouped into the
training bubbles. Each bubble is assigned a coach. Consider staggered start times for each
training bubble

-

No access to stadium equipment: using training implements for throws with additional
cleaning and athlete or parent retrieval

-

Provision for athlete parent/guardians to remain within track gates, consider cleaning the
stands or provide cleaning wipes for spectators to use and increase social distancing signs

-

Consider summer school approach to keep athlete bubbles for consecutive days.
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-

More detailed session plans and coach briefing to enable one coach to stay with the same
group of athletes for the whole session

-

Additional helpers in preparing the sandpit and for throws retrieval

Competitions
All previously scheduled track and field league and open competitions have been cancelled.
It is hoped that SAC can provide some form of T&F competition this year with a focus on delivering
to SAC athletes as a priority.
Some actions to be undertaken include:
-

Survey members/coaches to identify a demand

-

Review UKA competition licence process

-

Attend/review EA/UKA webinars on hosting competitions

-

Reviewing the information available from the pilot competitions

-

Consider organisation and layout of track and surrounding area to provide for athletes,
officials, coaches and parents/spectators.

-

Survey officials to identify if they are available

-

Consider electronic timing/photo finish for the track and EDM for field.

-

Survey members for volunteers for marshalling groups around the stadium.

-

Identify any additional equipment required e.g. hand sanitising units, direction signs.

-

Discuss with AN and any dependency on their input/prescience (access to flags/track
markers and competition field equipment) also determine when AN will open toilet facilities.

-

Consider separate competitions for track and field, and separate for jumps and throws.

-

Analyse the costs for hosting vs demand (potential revenue).

-

Consider using ‘in-house’ first aid trained officer.

-

Decide on events to be hosted or not hosted and age groups.

-

Decide if it is to be a club only/invite only or an open competition.

Kit Sales
To be addressed and could include options such as preorder only, bank transfer payments or
contactless card payments, exchange but no refund policy, pick-up items at prearranged times.

Membership
This has not been included in this action plan and is being addressed by Debbie Callaway, Dave
Blackman and Stuart Saint.
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Appendix A - Conditions agreed between AN and SAC for using the
track – 6/7/2020
It should be noted that access is being granted to SAC only. There will be a limit to the number of
training groups permitted onto the track and a booking system will be used. The first phase is to
allow coach led sessions only on the track. Initially there will be no Active Nation personnel on site,
the implications of this are no first aid cover, no deep clean, no toilets/hand washing, no floodlights
and no visual check of the facilities. Before granting access Active Nation must be confident that the
club and has completed the necessary risk assessments and following COVID-19 guidance.
10/7/2020 the club risk assessment has been approved and access to the track granted.
Anyone using the facilities not belonging to a coached group should be challenged and asked to
leave if necessary. AN will do spot checks on the track to check that only SAC members are using it,
initially this will be by checking with the coach leading a group however as access is opened to more
and potentially to include individual athletes it will be necessary for everyone to have a valid
Loveadmin membership card.
All track buildings including SAC cabins will remain locked until the club can assess the risks involved
with multi-person access except cabin 1 (refreshments cabin) should be for emergency access to the
defibrillator or first aid kit only.
Should any coach or SAC member require access to a cabin to retrieve equipment, this can be
arranged by contacting Zoe Bond, COVID Coordinator Saccovidcoord@gmail.com. Please note that
once you have your equipment you will be expected to keep it with you and not use the cabins for
storage.

Coaches:


Coaches MUST comply with and stay up-to-date with current guidance from Active Nation,
UKA and Government particularly social distancing, hygiene and group size.



It should be noted that coach insurance is reliant on compliance with UKA guidance



Comply with the club policy for holding training groups at the track.



Ensure all athletes are familiar with and follow track etiquette at all times including updates
specifically for COVID-19



Coaches using the track will be given the combination code to access the track. This code is
for the coach only and must not be shared with anyone or left visible.



Once closed the gate is to be kept locked (need to check this)



In accordance with UKA guidelines when coaching younger athletes, U18, on a one to one
basis this should be in sight of the parent/guardian.



Coaches using the track must bring their own cleaning and hand sanitising substances. Hand
sanitiser with 70% alcohol and alcohol wipes are recommended. Gloves are recommended
when cleaning outdoor equipment such as the throws cage, hurdles, rake or touch-points
e.g. gates, padlock, door handles. Any used materials such as gloves and wipes should be put
in a bag and taken home and disposed of in accordance with local council guidelines.
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The club will provide a booking system for coaches to reserve time at the track.



Where a positive case of COVID-19 is reported to the club or coach, the coaches must be
able to contact the athletes present at the time to take the necessary precautions.



The coach will produce a risk assessment which will be sent to the COVID coordinator for
approval prior to any coaching session starting. In addition to all of the above the risk
assessment must, as a minimum demonstrate how you comply with a visual check prior to
coaching, hygiene, social distancing, group size, provision for first aid, coaching U18s and
any event specific risks.

The club will:


Provide a COVID Coordinator, Zoe Bond, who should be your first point of contact for any
COVID related queries, Saccovidcoord@gmail.com



Reimburse the coaches for any hand sanitiser, cleaning wipes or disposable gloved
purchased for track use.



Provide a means to book track sessions.



Produce and the club policy for track etiquette and track use



Provide a mask and face shield for use with the defibrillator, information regarding
resuscitation can be found here: https://www.resus.org.uk/covid-19-resources/covid-19resources-general-public/resuscitation-council-uk-statement-covid-19



The club will issue membership refunds where appropriate and restart the membership
process, athletes will be expected to show their loveadmin membership to use the track.



Provide signs at the track to reinforce COVID-19 measures such as reminders to use hand
sanitiser and not to use the cabins. Signs will also be placed at the track to show that it is
open to SAC only.



Produce a track based risk assessment and ensure the club is compliant with government
guidelines. Complete and approved by Active Nation 10/7/2020. To be reviewed weekly,
responsibility of club chair and COVID coordinator



Ensure all necessary levels of risk mitigation are in place prior to track training taking place.
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Appendix B - Track Etiquette and guidance
The points below are in addition to existing track etiquette.


Coaches and athletes should bring their own hand sanitiser and as a minimum use it before
and after each session



Coaches and any individual athletes training alone, should bring disinfecting wipes for any
equipment and touch-points, disposable gloves are also recommended. Any track
equipment should be cleaned before and after use.



High Jump and Pole Vault beds should not be used



Any antisocial or unhygienic behaviour will not be tolerated, this includes spitting onto the
track or surrounding area.



The sandpit can be used but the sand should be turned and raked after each athlete.



While a throws group is in progress the only people on the in-field should be under the
guidance or approval of the throws coach responsible

Existing track Etiquette from SAC newsletter March 2011 – with a couple of modifications)
1. Please be mindful of all other athletes
2. Do not congregate around the start and finish areas unless you are about to start
3. Endurance runners step off the track by moving to the inside as soon as you have finished
4. Lanes 1&2 are for endurance runners
5. Lanes 3,4 & 5 for sprinters
6. Lanes 6&7 for hurdlers
7. Lane 8 for recovery runs
8. Athletes should call out TRACK to warn others who are either stationary on the track or are
perceived as a danger to the athlete. If TRACK is shouted at you then you stay still unless you
are sure you can move safely
9. Do not cross the infield and do not run or walk on the grass adjacent to the throwing area
10. Any warmup or cool down should be done off track as far as possible. If it is on the track it
should be the same direction as athletes training.
11. No bad language or physical violence will be tolerated. No spitting on the track surface
12. The wearing of headphones and mobile phones by athletes is forbidden either on the track
of on the infield.
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